
SaaS platform for the 
textile industry to redefine 
waste as resource





RR mission: 
help fashion brands reduce 
the use of virgin materials 
with recycled ones from 

fashion own waste.



> 45% textiles lost from supply chain> 45% textiles lost from supply chain



Where brands are heading

 EPR

 Recycled content in textiles by 2025 / 2030

 Various projects being initiated



Current 
Industry 
Scenario



NO SUPPLY CHAIN 
+ 

NO DATA 
=

NO ACCESS

Recyclers have no source of data and lack 
access to such textile waste that meets 
their specific requirements. They 
overspend >30% on accurate sourcing 
and quality checking.

Waste collection is scattered, there’s no 
central standard or system for data & 
statistics, no common categorisation, lack 
of at-source sorting

A large network of middle-men providing 
little to no transparency of the overall 
textile waste flows.

Brands fully depend on that supply chain 
and have no transparency or tools how 
to guide their waste to recycling or lower 
the cost of recycling



Factories mix up waste, quality of waste drops (80% of 
waste). They have no market insight what is worth to 
segregate by composition to maintain the value.

Waste moves through 4-5 middle-men who manually 
sort and trade it, each adding a % to the price. 90% of 
the total money stays with middle-men.

Recyclers face problems with quality of waste, low lead 
times, high prices, no background data. They pay >30% 
extra for better sources of waste. 15,000+ tonnes/month 
demand from recyclers mapped out for cleaner and 
transparent waste flow

Problem: inefficient supply chain of waste



What does Reverse Resources do?





RR SaaS SOLUTION
Creating 360° transparency



Functionality on RR platform

Profile

Inventory

Outgoing 
shipments

Waste volume & 
disposal report 

per month

Profile

Incoming 
shipments

Outgoing 
shipments

Quality reports

Profile

Incoming 
shipments

Quality reports

Feedback / rating 
system

Verification of 
waste source

Link with GRS

Order 
management

Matchmaking / order management / forecasting / notifications

Mass-balance system of waste split between brands / management of data access rights 

Dashboard

Baseline metrics, 
KPIs, analytics

Waste overview 
from supplier 

network

Steering of waste 
to recycling

Reporting / insights

Trace of waste

Authentication of 
waste flows

Recycler library



Circularity Report



Certificate



:  Brand X



Baseline for KPIs:
Monthly overview of 

waste volumes & 
disposal methods

Monthly waste volume & disposal report



Waste trace report:
tracking movement of 
waste from source to 

recycling



Steering of waste 
flows :

Factory status updates, 
live inventory overview, 

recyclers’ orders 
overview, etc.



Example report from 
RR platform for 
brands:
monthly overview of 
waste volumes & 
disposal methods across 
all supplier network



Your benefits

 Understanding of waste generation in your supply chain

 Visibility of waste movement - Traceability

 Part of the circularity story

 USP to showcase to brands

 Circularity report for environmental and HIGG audits

 Be counted as a sustainable organisation

 Buy back possibility



Let’s turn fashion circular 
together!

info@reverseresources.net
www.reverseresources.net           


